Transmission Grid Technical Requirements, Skills, Career Opportunities by 2050

Summary
By 2050 the USA grid needs to have 3 times the capacity of the existing interconnected grid of 1.3 TW. It is expected that load growth due to data centers and large-scale electrification of transportation and industry will require a 3-4 TW interconnected grid. Generation will transition to mostly renewables and nuclear, relatively far away from the load centers. Energy storage (hydro, hydrogen and battery energy storage) will need to grow at a very fast rate for active balancing of generation and active loads. Furthermore, high offshore wind potential on the east-, west coast as well as the Big Lakes, offshore transmission will be required. Because so much of this new transmission must utilize existing infrastructure on land and submarine or underground cables offshore, HVDC technologies in multi-terminal DC grids are of high interest. This presentation will address the transmission design requirements, focusing on HVDC backbone and Macro-Grid topologies, converter technologies, protection, the need for skill development, long-term career options that include the possible use of AI and Machine Learning to plan and operate this integrated T&D (Hybrid AC&DC), grid of the future.
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